Welcome to Lake Superior! The creatures here are scared of you!

How does this work?

See that little camera behind the glass? It sees the shadow you cast on the screen and sends it to the fish.

The fish try to stay away from your shadow (they are scared). When left alone, the native creatures of Lake Superior swim around happily. If you scare them away, invasive species will try to take over the lake. You’ll hear the creepy, slimy sounds of the lampreys. Try catching the invasive species and pushing them out of the lake. The native creatures will return when they see there are no more scary shadows and once again you’ll hear the gentle waves of Lake Superior.

How Can You Help in Real Life?

The best way to prevent invasions by exotic fish and plants is to prevent their spread. If you are an angler or boater, follow these tips:

• Remove any mud, plants, fish or animals before transporting your equipment
• Eliminate water from your equipment
• Clean and dry anything that came in contact with the water (boats, trailers, equipment, clothing, dogs, etc.)
• Never release plants, fish or animals into a body of water unless they came out of that body of water